Introduction {#sec1}
============

The origin of the first living cells is an intriguing and enduring question at the heart of evolutionary theory. A single cell is the simplest unit of life, but cells as we know them today are already rich in structural and functional complexity. Although we are still far from a complete understanding of the first cell, many important pieces of the puzzle have been reported and/or hypothesized. Relevant organic molecules including peptides and nucleotides have been prepared under conditions thought to be consistent with those present on the early earth.^[@ref1]^ The self-assembly properties of amphiphiles suggest routes to formation of semipermeable membranes and encapsulation of macromolecules within vesicles.^[@ref2]^ Enzymatic reactions, including transcription and translation, have been performed successfully within lipid vesicles, and routes to membrane permeability and even membrane growth and reproduction have been reported.^[@ref2]−[@ref7]^ Despite these and other exciting advances, questions remain. Among them: how did the many different molecules needed for early life become concentrated and encapsulated *together* in the same precellular compartment? These molecules were presumably rare on the early earth, present in trace amounts in the aqueous pools where the earliest cells are thought to have appeared. How did these early cells then become further compartmentalized to acquire the intracellular complexity common to modern cells?

The physical and chemical properties of the molecules of life, many of which are polymeric, may provide important clues as to how the earliest cells arose. Macromolecules occupy space, sterically excluding volume that would otherwise be available to other solutes. This excluded volume effect, also termed macromolecular crowding, has considerable impact on a wide range of reactions involving one or more polymers in solution.^[@ref8]^ Additionally, intermolecular interactions can lead to complex solution chemistry, including, for example, oligomerization, aggregation, or phase separation. In this Account, we will consider a possible role for phase separation in the formation of early cells and their internal compartments and describe experiments performed in simple artificial cells that harbor coexisting aqueous phases.

Historical Context {#sec1.1}
==================

The idea that phase separation in polymer solutions may have played a role in the earliest stages of protocell evolution is not new. As early as the 1930s, Oparin hypothesized that "coazervate droplets" formed from organic macromolecules could have developed into the "simplest primary organisms".^[@ref9]^ Complex coacervation is a form of liquid--liquid phase separation that occurs in solutions of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, leading to formation of a dilute phase and a concentrated coacervate phase enriched in both polyelectrolytes.^[@ref10]^ Oparin performed reactions in coacervate systems, for example, enzymatically preparing polyadenylic acid in RNA/histone coacervate droplets.^[@ref11]^ Inspired by progress in abiotic synthesis of biologically relevant molecules such as amino acids,^[@ref1],[@ref12]^ Fox prepared "thermal proteinoids", microspheres formed when abiotic polypeptides, prepared by heating amino acids, were added to water.^[@ref13]^ A recurring theme in this early work was the recognition that polymer solutions form a variety of structures at least superficially reminiscent of cells, which led these authors to hypothesize about a role for such assemblies in the origin of life. Oparin, Fox, and their contemporaries did not address the need for heritable genetic material, and it should be noted that DNA was not known to be the genetic material when Oparin was developing his theory on the origin of life.

Lipid self-assembly to form liposomes was first reported by Bangham and Horne in the mid-1960s,^[@ref14]^ and hence it is unsurprising that Oparin, Fox and their contemporaries also did not invoke lipid self-assembly as a major focus in their work of this time. Since then, the importance of lipid or other amphiphile self-assemblies in forming the earliest cells has been widely accepted. Indeed, Lazcano reports a fascinating exchange more than 40 years after Oparin first posited his coacervate theory for precellular life, in which Oparin indicated that, had he the chance to start over, even he would have studied liposomes instead of coacervates.^[@ref15]^ Bilayer membranes provide a semipermeable boundary between the inside and outside of a cell, which is important for maintaining the macromolecules necessary for life while allowing exchange of smaller molecules such as nutrients and wastes. Recent work by Luisi and co-workers suggests that encapsulation during vesicle formation could be a viable approach for coencapsulation of complex solute mixtures.^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ They encapsulated a cell free expression system in 100 nm lipid vesicles under conditions where statistical entrapment of all 80 components was extremely unlikely; protein expression indicated that a subset of vesicles did contain all components.^[@ref17]^ Although phospholipids are the primary membrane components in modern cell membranes, early cells likely used other amphiphiles. Mansy and co-workers have demonstrated that fatty-acid-based membranes provide the necessary permeability to small molecule nutrients such as nucleotides, while retaining macromolecules.^[@ref18]^

In light of the clear importance of genetic information and surfactant self-assembly, coacervate theory has been largely dismissed as an explanation of the origins of life by modern scientists.^[@ref15]^ It is nonetheless worthwhile to recall this early work when we consider possible structural and functional roles for macromolecular assemblies and phases in the development of early cells. Indeed, the importance of solution nonideality due to high concentrations of macromolecular solutes has again come to the forefront, with the realization that macromolecular crowding substantially alters the kinetics and thermodynamics of biochemical reactions as compared to performing these reactions in dilute solutions.^[@ref8]^ The time may be right to again consider the behavior of multicomponent solutions of macromolecules, appreciating that these phenomena are not acting alone but in concert with replicating informational molecules and lipid self-assembly.

Phase Separation in Aqueous Solutions of Macromolecules {#sec1.2}
=======================================================

Interactions between macromolecules in aqueous solution can lead to the formation of distinct thermodynamic phases, all aqueous but each harboring a different polymer composition.^[@ref19]^ Perhaps the most common and best understood example is the aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) formed when poly(ethylene glycol) and dextran are mixed at concentrations above a few weight percent in each polymer. Other solutions containing two neutral polymers with predominantly repulsive interactions also result in ATPS with one phase enriched in each of the polymers. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the phase diagram for a solution of two uncharged polymers in water. At low concentrations of polymer, the solution exists as a single phase, and at high concentrations phase separation occurs. A coexistence curve, or binodal, separates these two regions of the diagram; compositions for each phase of a phase separated ATPS lie on this curve.^[@ref19]^ Tie lines relate the overall composition of a solution to the concentration of each of the polymers in the top (yellow) and bottom (blue) phases, as illustrated by the blue and yellow lines in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The length of the tie line therefore gives an indication of the compositional difference between top and bottom phases. For example, points along tie line b will have more similar top and bottom phase compositions than those along tie line a. All compositions located on the same tie line (e.g., 2--4) have the same composition of top (yellow) and bottom (blue) phases, corresponding to the points where the tie line intersects the binodal, but differing in their phase volumes as illustrated in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. When more than two polymers are present, additional phases can be obtained.^[@ref19]^

![Generic phase diagram for an aqueous solution of two neutral polymers. The concentration of each polymer in the top and bottom phase is given by the intersection of the tie line on which that composition lies with the coexistence curve. Here, points 2, 3, and 4 are above the coexistence curve and therefore exist as two phases. These points lie on the same tie line and consequently their top and bottom phases are each given by points 1 (top phase) and 5 (bottom phase) but differ in volume as indicated in the illustration.](ar-2011-00294y_0007){#fig1}

More complex phase behavior is possible for strongly interacting polymers such as oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, which can form complex coacervates as mentioned above.^[@ref10]^ Charge screening by dissolved salts controls the interactions between the polyelectrolytes, such that phase behavior is strongly dependent on the solution ionic strength.^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ Coacervates can also form between strongly hydrogen-bonded polymer pairs. Finally, aqueous phase separation can occur in solutions that contain a single polymer as a function of temperature or at high salt concentration.^[@ref20]^

The polymers in any of the aforementioned systems can be biological macromolecules such as polysaccharides, proteins, or nucleic acids, and need not have especially high molecular weights. Mann et al. recently reported reaction compartmentalization in coacervate microdroplets formed by mixing nucleotides with low molecular weight cationic peptides.^[@ref21]^ Biomacromolecular phase systems have received less attention from a thermodynamic standpoint than simple polymer systems due to their greater complexity, but data are available on their phase behavior due largely to their importance in applications such as food science.^[@ref22]^ Most pairs of polymers will form a phase system if sufficiently concentrated, typically several weight percent of each polymer. Hence, Walter and Brooks in 1995 hypothesized that the cytoplasm of living cells, which contains on the order of 30 wt % total macromolecules, must consist of coexisting aqueous phases.^[@ref23]^ If phase separation did occur in cytoplasm, one would expect multiple phases due to the large number of different biomacromolecules, and the various phases could be expected to wet the membrane, organelles, cytoplasm, and each other, depending on their chemical composition. Whether this phenomenon is in fact common in contemporary cells is not known, only a very few examples have been reported.^[@ref24]−[@ref26]^ Regardless, the simplicity of aqueous phase separation as a means of controlling local solution properties is very attractive both as a model system for understanding the effect of intracellular microcompartmentalization and as a possible way to achieve it in early cells.

Partitioning {#sec1.3}
------------

As illustrated in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the presence of distinct liquid phases means that molecular solutes and colloidal particulates will partition between the two phases or between one of the phases and the aqueous/aqueous interface.^[@ref20],[@ref27]^ This provides a simple and powerful mechanism for concentration of biopolymers or their precursors by partitioning into one of the phases. Partitioning is quantified in terms of the partitioning coefficient, *K*, which equals the concentration of solute in the top phase divided by its concentration in the bottom phase. In the case of PEG/dextran ATPS, where the PEG-rich phase is on top, *K* \> 1 indicates partitioning into the PEG-rich phase while *K* \< 1 indicates partitioning into the dextran-rich phase. Most native proteins will partition into the dextran-rich phase. Denatured proteins, having exposed their more hydrophobic interior amino acid residues, typically accumulate in the PEG-rich phase, due to the greater hydrophobicity of this phase.^[@ref28],[@ref29]^ Whether a given solute partitions strongly into one of the aqueous phases or is more uniformly distributed depends on the properties of the ATPS (e.g., polymer structure, polymer molecular weight, and concentration) as well as the chemistry of the solute itself.^[@ref20],[@ref27]^ In general, solute partitioning scales with tie line length (TLL), because TLL is a measure of the difference in composition between the top and bottom phases of the ATPS.^[@ref19]^ Solute properties of particular importance include charge, size, and any binding interactions with the polymers that make up the ATPS. Charged solutes can partition quite strongly between the phases, particularly in ATPS containing charged polymers either as one of the major polymeric components or as a low concentration additive.^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ Partitioning depends on solute size, because larger solutes experience a greater interaction area with the phases.^[@ref30]^

![Agitation of a bulk ATPS results in micrometer-scale droplets of one phase suspended in the other phase (A). Two examples of partitioning are shown: partitioning between the two aqueous phases with no significant accumulation at the interface (B) and particulate partitioning between one of the phases and the interface (C).](ar-2011-00294y_0008){#fig2}

When partitioning to the interface is negligible and *K* is concentration-independent, which is the case for most proteins and other solutes of interest in the absence of aggregation, predictions about the solute concentration in each phase may be made for any phase volumes. Relative phase volume is important because for a fixed total volume and amount of solute, maintaining constant *K* requires that the solute concentrations in the two phases vary as volumes are changed. Decreasing the relative volume of the phase into which the solute preferentially accumulates results in an increase in solute concentration in both phases. If we posit the formation of aqueous phases in a primordial soup with dilute organic macromolecules, two observations can be made: (1) a small volume of the phase into which partitioning is to occur is desirable, and (2) the most-studied ATPS where both polymers are neutral and each phase is enriched in one of the polymers is perhaps the least likely scenario. This is because ATPS formed from oppositely charged polyelectrolytes or one polyelectrolyte and a salt could be achieved at lower overall concentrations of organic macromolecules.^[@ref10]^

Aqueous phase droplets could collect and concentrate organic macromolecules from a dilute solution; however, these structures are unstable with respect to coalescence. Additionally, complex coacervates and polymer/salt ATPS are very sensitive to salt concentration and can be readily dissolved by changes in ionic strength.^[@ref10]^ Indeed, instability to changes in salt concentration was one of the early criticisms of Oparin's coacervate theory for protocell development. How might such droplets be stabilized? One possibility is the formation of a surface coating to form a stabilized emulsion.

Assembly of Material at the Aqueous/Aqueous Interface {#sec1.4}
-----------------------------------------------------

Partitioning of material to the aqueous/aqueous interface of an ATPS can be significant, especially for large solutes such as protein aggregates, liposomes, whole cells, and other particulates. This has been used in whole cell and organelle separations^[@ref19]^ and as a way to control biorecognition-driven particle assembly at the aqueous--aqueous interface.^[@ref31]^ Driving forces for interfacial assembly include reducing the interfacial tension at the aqueous--aqueous interface and volume exclusion from the aqueous phases, one or both of which has high macromolecule concentrations. ATPS interfacial tensions are substantially lower than organic/aqueous interfaces and depend on the composition of the ATPS.^[@ref31]^

Assembly of material at the ATPS interface could provide a means of encapsulating preconcentrated biopolymers or their precursors within a semipermeable shell. Jin and co-workers recently demonstrated the formation of polymersomes with asymmetric bilayers around dispersed dextran-rich phase droplets of a PEG/dextran ATPS.^[@ref32]^ The bilayer was composed of block copolymers designed to interact with each of the phases such that each copolymer would preferentially contact one of the phases: poly(ethylene glycol)-*block*-poly (ε-caprolactone) was thought to make up the outer leaflet which contacted the PEG-rich continuous phase while dextran-*block*-poly(ε-caprolactone) formed the inner leaflet in contact with the dextran-rich phase.^[@ref32]^

Microcompartmentalized Artificial Cells Formed by Encapsulating ATPS within a Lipid Membrane {#sec1.5}
============================================================================================

Phase-separating aqueous systems have been encapsulated within lipid bilayers to form compartmentalized primitive artificial cells that mimic some aspects of intracellular organization. To date, this work has focused almost exclusively on PEG/dextran systems because they are well understood, and can be encapsulated within cell-sized giant lipid vesicles during formation by gentle hydration or electroformation.^[@ref33]−[@ref35]^ In addition to limiting the encapsulated volume, the lipid membrane provides a semipermeable, flexible boundary around the polymer solution. Water molecules can pass the membrane but the polymers cannot; hence, the interior volume and polymer concentrations can be controlled by changing external osmolarity.

ATPS Encapsulation within Lipid Vesicles {#sec1.6}
----------------------------------------

Lipid vesicles larger than 5 μm in diameter are referred to as giant vesicles (GVs).^[@ref36]^ Populations of ATPS-containing GVs can be prepared by selecting a polymer solution that exists as a single phase at the preparation temperature and can subsequently be heated or cooled to induce phase separation (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Careful attention to the phase diagram is necessary because this approach is viable for only a narrow range of solution compositions, e.g. those between the 25 and 5 °C binodal curves in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A.^33,34^ Another route to ATPS encapsulation is to hydrate lipids in a polymer solution corresponding to the single-phase region of the phase diagram and then expose them to a solution of higher osmotic pressure. The resulting concentration of the internal polymer solution can be used to move into a region of the phase diagram where separation occurs.^[@ref33],[@ref35],[@ref37]^

![Preparation of artificial cells in which ATPS are encapsulated by a lipid membrane. (A) phase diagram for a PEG/dextran ATPS showing temperature dependence. (B) Vesicles are formed by gentle hydration in a warm polymer solution, after which cooling leads to phase separation. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref33]). Copyright 2005 National Academy of Sciences. (C) Partitioning in an ATPS-containing giant vesicle. Fluorescently labeled dextran is shown in blue, and lipid in red. Image acquired by M. Andes-Koback.](ar-2011-00294y_0009){#fig3}

Microcompartmentalization {#sec2}
-------------------------

ATPS-containing lipid vesicles provide a versatile and biophysically reasonable experimental system for cytoplasmic organization. Each aqueous phase serves as a distinct compartment, different in chemical composition. Solute partitioning leads to differences in local concentration on subcellular length scales. This can be seen in optical microscope images for a representative ATPS-containing vesicle (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). PEG-rich and dextran-rich phases are distinguishable in transmitted light with differential interference contrast (DIC); the dextran-rich phase, which contains a greater concentration of the optically active dextran, appears "thicker" in DIC. Locations of dye-labeled lipid and polymer are imaged via fluorescence (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C).

Local solute concentrations within this model cytoplasm can be changed by undergoing a phase transition (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The concentration of a protein, concanavalin A (green), is initially much higher locally in the dextran-rich phase compartment, but after heating to convert the internal ATPS to a single phase the protein concentration is uniform throughout the vesicle interior. Cooling reforms the dextran-rich phase, resulting in recompartmentalization of concanavalin A (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Osmotic pressure induced phase transitions can also be used to reversibly compartmentalize the vesicle interior.^[@ref33],[@ref35]^ Although dynamic compartmentalization is common in biological cells, it does not generally occur in response to temperature or osmotic pressure differences. A more biologically relevant model would be one in which proteins undergo changes in local concentration in response to alterations in their structure such as may occur through denaturation or post-translational modifications. An experimental model for structure-dependent compartmentalization has also been prepared using ATPS-containing vesicles.^[@ref28]^

![Reversible microcompartmentalization in an ATPS-containing vesicle. (A) Optical microscopy images during heating and subsequent cooling show phase transitions in the interior ATPS. (B) Fluorescence microscopy indicates the location of the lipid membrane (red) and a protein concanavalin A (green) before and after temperature changes. Scale bars are 10 μm. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref33]). Copyright 2005 National Academy of Sciences.](ar-2011-00294y_0010){#fig4}

Changes in molecular structure can alter protein partitioning between the phase compartments. We demonstrated this using the pH-sensitivity of protein folding.^[@ref28]^ Many proteins undergo unfolding transitions when the pH is very high or low. This effect has been used to separate different serum proteins in bulk ATPS, based on slight differences in their pH-dependent partitioning.^[@ref29]^ When human serum albumin (HSA) was encapsulated in an ATPS-containing vesicle at pH 4, it partitioned largely to the PEG-rich phase and at the interface, presumably as aggregates.^[@ref28]^ Changing the external pH to 6.5 renatured the protein, resulting in its migration to the dextran-rich phase (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Protein relocalization to the dextran-rich phase was complete in just over 2 min.^[@ref28]^

![Protein migration between aqueous phase microcompartments within a giant lipid vesicle. Human serum albumin (HSA, green) moves from the PEG-rich compartment and ATPS interface at pH 4.1 to the dextran-rich compartment at pH 6.5. Lipid membrane is shown in red; scale bar is 5 μm. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref28]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](ar-2011-00294y_0001){#fig5}

As seen in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and described above for bulk ATPS, the aqueous/aqueous interface of encapsulated ATPS serves as an assembly site for particulates such as aggregated protein. Lipid material also accumulates at this interface (see later panels of Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This interfacial lipid does not necessarily represent a bilayer dividing the two aqueous phases. Dimova and co-workers have shown that lipid material accumulated at the interface between encapsulated PEG-rich and dextran-rich phases is in the form of lipid nanotubes, which are pulled from the vesicle membrane when it is exposed to hypertonic solution and the interior undergoes phase separation.^[@ref35]^

Budding and Fission {#sec2.1}
-------------------

The vesicle shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} is nonspherical. This budded morphology is the result of osmotically induced deflation of an initially spherical ATPS-containing vesicle. Exposure to hypertonic external media draws water out of the vesicles, concentrating the interior polymers and often leading to changes in vesicle shape. As vesicle volume decreases, the amount of membrane surface area available becomes larger than needed to coat the interior volume, allowing the interior aqueous phases to minimize their interfacial area by budding. Interfacial tension at the aqueous/aqueous interface between the two phases increases as the polymers become more concentrated. Initially concentric aqueous phases reduce their ATPS interfacial area by converting to budded geometries as shown in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. This process requires that both interior phases contact the membrane, and proceeds through a wetting transition in which the contact angle between the dextran-rich aqueous phase droplet and the membrane increases.^[@ref37],[@ref38]^ A recent theoretical study describes the conditions under which phase droplets adjacent to the membrane can cause changes in membrane curvature that result in budding transitions, depending on droplet size, membrane tension, and intrinsic contact angle of the phases with the membrane.^[@ref39]^

![Response of ATPS-containing GVs to osmotic stress. (A) Schematic illustration of budding process. (B) The budding transition is reversible. Here, water is added to the external medium of a budded vesicle, causing a volume increase and retraction of the dextran-rich bud. Subsequent exposure to hypertonic sucrose solution regenerates the budded structure. Scale bar is 10 μm. (C) Histograms for partitioning of a protein, soybean agglutinin as a function of external osmolality; final external/initial internal osmolality ratios, *r*~osm~, are given for each panel. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref38]). Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.](ar-2011-00294y_0002){#fig6}

One practical consequence of budding is that proteins or other molecules that are partitioned between the aqueous phases are now asymmetrically distributed in the budded structures, forming a polarized artificial cell that harbors different protein concentrations at its poles.^[@ref38]^ The ability to osmotically control interior polymer concentrations also provides a route to improving partitioning in an already phase-separated ATPS. Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C shows the effect of external solution osmolality on partitioning for an encapsulated protein; as the external osmolality increases, the partitioning of soybean agglutinin (SBA) into the dextran-rich phase increases.^[@ref38]^ Partitioning varies between individual vesicles within a batch due to a distribution in encapsulated concentrations of each of the polymers.^[@ref33],[@ref40]^

GVs can be prepared with coexisting phase domains in both the aqueous interior and the lipid membrane.^[@ref41]^ Ternary mixtures of a high-melting lipid, a low-melting lipid, and cholesterol form liquid ordered (L~o~) and liquid disordered (L~d~) membrane domains, the latter of which have greater fluidity. We used partitioning between L~o~ and L~d~ to control the surface density of pendant PEG groups extending from the membrane surface of GVs (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A,B).^[@ref42]^ PEG 2 kDa-DPPC was added to a DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol lipid system, which resulted in a higher lateral density of PEGylated headgroups in the L~o~ domain (3.9 vs 1.1 mol % PEG 2 kDa-DPPC in L~o~ vs L~d~). The PEG density in L~o~ corresponded to the polymer brush regime, while the L~d~ domain was in the mushroom regime. This difference was sufficient to cause L~o~ to preferentially wet the PEG-rich phase of the interior ATPS (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C).^[@ref42]^ Similar morphologies can be observed for L~o~/L~d~ membranes in the absence of an internal ATPS: budding occurs to minimize line tension at the boundary between the two membrane domains.^[@ref43]^ When an interior ATPS is present, however, the interfacial tension at the aqueous/aqueous phase boundary dominates. This can be seen in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C and D, where the buds correspond to the internal aqueous phases rather than the L~o~ and L~d~ membrane domains. Indeed, budded morphologies persist when the vesicles are heated to disrupt membrane phase domains (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}D).^42^ These simple model cells, based on phase domains in the membrane and aqueous interior of giant lipid vesicles, display several important attributes of biological cells: (1) asymmetry in shape, aqueous interior composition, local protein concentration, and membrane composition, and (2) communication between membrane and internal microcompartments via noncovalent interactions that result in "pinning" of a membrane domains to internal microcompartments.

![Correspondence between interior aqueous microcompartments and membrane phase domains. Illustrations of (A) phase separation in ternary lipid mixture, and (B) higher surface density of PEGylated headgroups leading to polymer brush regime for L~o~ domain while surface densities for L~d~ domain are in the mushroom regime. (C) Optical microscope images for an ATPS-containing GV before and after undergoing a budding transition. (D) Effect of temperature on lipid phase domain distribution on budded GVs. Blue indicates the PEG-rich aqueous phase, green fluorescence indicates PEGylated L~o~ lipid domain, and red indicates L~d~ lipid domain. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref42]). Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.](ar-2011-00294y_0003){#fig7}

Further osmotically induced volume loss ultimately leads to fission of the model cells to produce nonidentical daughter vesicles, each containing one of the aqueous phases.^[@ref44]^ Fission occurs at the aqueous/aqueous phase boundary. Thus, one daughter vesicle contains the PEG-rich phase and any molecules partitioned into this phase, while the other contains the dextran-rich phase and its contents. If membrane domains are also present, these are also inherited asymmetrically. By controlling the relative volumes of the two interior aqueous phases and the relative areas of the L~o~ and L~d~ membrane domains, it is possible to dictate which of the daughter cells inherits an asymmetric membrane (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A,B).^[@ref44]^ In these examples, the dextran-rich daughter vesicle contains most of the SBA protein (blue) that was in the initial vesicle, and is coated by either L~d~ or a mixture of L~d~ and L~o~, depending on the L~o~/L~d~ area coverage in the initial vesicle. Membrane-bound protein (streptavidin, green, bound to biotinylated lipid in the L~o~ domain) is inherited by the PEG-rich daughter vesicle. When one of the daughter vesicles inherits an asymmetric membrane, it can serve as a polarity cue for the next round of budding (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}C). The fact that very simple artificial cells composed of only a lipid membrane surrounding a polymer solution can display seemingly complex behaviors such as reversible microcompartmentalization and asymmetric division is remarkable. These observations underscore the important roles that can be filled by lipids and macromolecular solutions as a function of their inherent physical and chemical properties.

![Asymmetric fission of ATPS-containing GV. (A) Illustration of outcomes based on initial conditions. (B) Fluorescence microscopy showing two division events yielding nonidentical daughter vesicles, one of which is already polarized due to the presence of both membrane domains. (C) Budding of a daughter vesicle after initial fission event. Panels top to bottom are transmitted light (DIC), membrane fluorescence, and interior protein fluorescence. Red indicates L~d~ domain lipid (DOPE-rhodamine), and green indicates protein bound to L~o~ domain lipid (streptavidin-Alexa 488, bound to DSPE-PEG 2000-biotin), and blue indicates a protein, SBA-Alexa 647, which is partitioned into the dextran-rich interior aqueous phase. *T* = 5 °C. Scale bar is 10 μm. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref44]). Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.](ar-2011-00294y_0004){#fig8}

Relevance to Modern Cells {#sec2.2}
=========================

Today's cells are known to require many specific proteins, working seamlessly together, to accomplish major tasks such as metabolism and cell division. These processes are sufficiently complex that intermediate evolutionary forms can be difficult to envision. If tiny changes in DNA sequence that encode for as little as a single amino acid residue can be enough to interfere with these biochemical processes, how could significantly more primitive forms have functioned at all? An attractive hypothesis is that the fundamental properties of the molecules involved (self-assembly phase separation, partitioning, and macromolecular crowding) provided initial complexity that was then built upon as more sophisticated molecules such as proteins became available. Hence, investigations into the solution chemistry and self-assembly properties of the molecular classes that make up living systems may point toward possible evolutionary routes.

The physical properties of macromolecules, including volume exclusion and phase separation, remain important for modern cells.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ Phase separation has not been observed in most cell types, perhaps because the large number of different macromolecules, interaction types, and intracellular structures precludes its occurrence or its observation. A few examples of aqueous phase separation have been observed in biological cells. Phase separation is the cause of "cold cataracts", a disease state in which the normally clear eye lens cytoplasm becomes cloudy, interfering with vision.^[@ref47]^ The eye lens is a special type of cell, in which phase separation is presumably more detrimental as compared to other cell types. It is also easier to detect in these cells, which have a transparent cytoplasm. What of other cell types? Do they incorporate phase separation as type of microcompartment or have they evolved to avoid phase separation, as do healthy eye lens cells? A recent paper provides a possible answer. Brangwynne et al. demonstrated that RNA- and protein-rich bodies termed P-granules found in *C. elegans* embryos were liquid droplets.^[@ref25]^ P-granules had been imaged previously but it was only through sophisticated fluorescence microscopic methods that their liquid nature was apparent. This finding suggests that aqueous phase separation can and does occur in modern cells and furthermore that it may not be obvious on simple inspection. Whether other intracellular structures observed via fluorescence microscopy and presumed to be complexes turn out to be aqueous phase droplets remains to be seen.

Likelihood of Phase Separation in Early Cells or Precellular Assemblies {#sec2.3}
=======================================================================

Given that aqueous phase separation is common in relatively concentrated polymer solutions, we can speculate about possible roles for this phenomenon in the formation of the earliest cell-like assemblies. Even if early polymers formed at initially low concentrations, it is not difficult to imagine that evaporation could reduce the volume of polymer-containing pools sufficiently to enable phase separation, perhaps by the formation of coacervate droplets.^[@ref11],[@ref21]^ Partitioning of biopolymer precursors into these droplets could, in turn, have increased reaction rates, facilitating biopolymer production. Accumulation of material such as amphiphiles or their assemblies at the aqueous--aqueous interface could have played a role in high-yield encapsulation of the newly formed biopolymers or their precursors. Subsequent dehydration could have triggered further phase separation of the encapsulated material, leading to interior microcompartments. We cannot verify that aqueous phase separation was present in precellular assemblies. If present, however, this phenomenon could provide answers to longstanding questions about how the necessary molecules for life became sufficiently concentrated and how they became encapsulated in the earliest cells.

Several possible mechanisms have been proposed for the encapsulation of macromolecules in the earliest cells. Here, we focused on aqueous phase separation. We refer the interested reader to also consider alternatives such as amphiphile self-assembly based mechanisms, aqueous/organic phase separation, and macromolecule gelation.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ Because all of these rely on the physical and chemical properties of molecules themselves, one can reasonably anticipate that multiple mechanisms were operative and may have operated synergistically in protocell assembly.
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